
CLOVER
Beginner/Easy dance in circles or lines Lois Elling
Music: by Malibu Storm (on Malibu Storm album)  129 bpm (quick) San Leandro, CA
Begin with left foot 4/09

Formation: 
A) One large circle with dancers facing single file LOD (or counter-clockwise)
B) Lines with dancers lined up evenly

INTRO:   Wait 4 beats
Bts # Step Name Description & Movements
PART A:
(8) 4 Basics DS-RS; move forward
(8) 2 Hillbillies DS-TchSl-TchSl-TchSl
(8) 4 Basics move back
(8) 2 Hillbillies 

PART B
(4) 2 Cross Brushes DS-Br(xf)Sl
(4) 1 Side Rock/Push-off DS-RS-RS-RS; move L
(4) 2 Cross Brushes
(4) 1 Side Rock/Push-off move R
(4) 2 Cross Brushes 
(4) 1 Side Rock/Push-off move L
(4) 2 Cross Brushes 
(4) 1 Turning Rocks/Push-off DS-RS-RS-RS; turn 3/4 to R to face new direction

Repeat A & B 5 more times through. After last turn, add one Stomp.

DIRECTIONS FOR CIRCLES:
First time through, dancers move LOD. After the 3/4 turn they face in and join hands. Keep hands joined while 
facing in. On next 3/4 turn they’ll face RLOD and on the fourth one, they’ll face out. Join hands while facing 
out, also. Repeat for a total of 6 times through, but on the 6th time turn all the way around so that dancers end 
facing in and then add the last Stomp.

DIRECTIONS FOR LINES:
Dancers should be lined up evenly and close enough so they can reach the hands of those next to them. The 
second line should be lined up evenly behind the first, as well as the third, etc. The first time through the 
dance, dancers hold hands with those next to them in the same line and dance the sequence facing front. On 
the 3/4 turn they’ll drop hands and face the wall that was to their left. They then rejoin hands with people in 
their new lines (who were in front or behind them originally). Each time the dancers turn, they’ll join hands in 
new lines. Dancers will end facing the back to do the last Stomp.

ABBREVIATIONS:
STEPS Dt = Double Toe S = Step DS = DoubleToe-Step
 Br = Brush  R = Rock RS = Rock-Step
 Sl = Slide Tch = Touch

DIRECTIONS R = right L = left LOD = Line of Dance (CCW)
   RLOD = Reverse Line of Dance (CW)


